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THE TRAVEL AGENT’S STORE COACHING PROGRAM
To help you get the maximum benefit from your purchase The Selling Travel Store
offers a free coaching session with the author of the e-Guide. The coaching sessions
last for up to one-hour and are conducted via Skype. Once you have read through and
studied this eGuide jot down any questions, challenges you have, then email to
steve@sellingtravel.net to arrange a coaching date and time.

Be sure to take advantage of this offer!
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SMP Training Co. smptraining@shaw.ca or call 250-760-0893
Protected by the Canadian Copyright Act.
For general information on SMP publications and services please email: steve@sellingtravel.net

Limit of liability/disclaimer of warranty: SMP Training Co., publisher and the author make no representations or
warranties with respect to the accuracy or completeness of the contents of this work and specifically disclaim all
warranties, including without limitation, warranties of fitness for a particular purpose. No warranty may be created
or extended by sales or promotional materials. The advice and strategies contained herein may not be suitable for
every situation. This work is sold with the understanding that the publisher and author is not engaged in rendering
legal or other professional services. If professional assistance is required, the services of a competent professional
person should be sought. Neither the publisher nor the author shall be liable for damages arising here from. The fact
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Introduction
This particular eGuide will handily support other eGuides that already focus on a specific niche
market – so if you are wanting to start a specialty related to: Adventure Travel, Weddings &
Honeymoons, Women Only, Ancestry Tours and more, then check the store just in case your
preferred niche has been published.
So let’s start from scratch and determine what this niche concept is all about and then move on
to identifying which niche market would work for you and your agency.
If you are new to selling travel you will hear and read about the niche market opportunity as if it
started yesterday. In fact niche markets and specialization have been with us since the mid-1800s
which means the generic connection to niche market selling is within the trade.
The other comment you might find being reported on will mention FIT’s – originally termed,
Foreign Independent Travel now updated to Flexible Independent Travel. Both refer to custom
tours and itineraries arranged entirely around the client’s needs and wants and not what is
currently showing on the brochure rack. Once again, this concept is not new. It is how travel was
sold in the mid-1800s and that charge was led by none other than Thomas Cook & Son. It is how
I sold travel in the 1970s, 80s etc. There has been an FIT recurrence in recent years.
One more thing to tell you about is this: everything on this planet, well almost, can be turned
into tourism. You name it and when you dig deeper, you will find someone, somewhere is selling
into that niche and would have developed a travel product around it. The window of opportunity
is there for everyone based on your own passions and the travel you love to do and sell.
With many travel trade veterans retiring, so much of the FIT, Custom, Niche knowledge is leaving
the industry. If by chance you can connect with one of these departing travel agent veterans
spend some time with them and learn the craft. No need to reinvent the wheel.
Never shy away from learning new technology and always stay on top of the world news. In doing
so you would know that Cuba is going to become a leader in sun-based / Caribbean packages,
you would never be caught out by adverse weather and you would also know where NOT to send
your clients. To operate in any niche market means you are always living on borrowed time and
the reason for that is when your market is narrow, many things can affect it from weather to war.
To combat this challenge you should always have three versions of your niche market. This is
explained in this eGuide.
Let’s get busy!
Regards
Steve Crowhurst, CTC.
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Niche Focused – Always a Success
For generations of travel agents since my pal Thomas Cook and his Sons roamed the planet, the
concept of focus selling an activity or a destination and combining the two has always been one
way to make money. That and the concept of creating customized group tours, known back then
as FIT’s (Foreign Independent Travel) or bespoke travel, were the mainstay for travel agents. This
was of course prior to the packaged holiday being created, air travel taking over from those long
sea-going transportation voyages and the invention of short term cruising.
With those new additions of air travel, packages and cruising as we know them today, you have
even more niche focused opportunities. The key to your success lies in your personal passion for
whatever it is you would like to sell.
Take a moment and write down exactly what it is that you think you would like to focus on.
Type of Travel / Activity

Destination

Traveller Type / Profile

Traveller Generation

Price Range

Other

Other
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The “Fastest Growing” Statement
This phrase you will read many times in travel trade papers, blogs and emails you subscribe to or
receive in your inbox. Your head office might also use this term. A supplier BDM might tell you
about a product they have that also falls under this heading.
A word to the wise: do not jump on this bandwagon until you have done your due diligence. The
very phrase itself is a con game. It’s spam. It’s just not true in the long term which is what you
need and want – long term.
The Fastest Growing phrase just seems to be the phrase-of-the-week to use and it is bandied
about without too much forethought given to the damage such a statement of fact can do. Some
travel agents will trust the word of someone in management or a supplier or a columnist of a
trade paper or any of the many so-called travel industry gurus and in so doing, could lose an awful
lot of money chasing a market that peaks and drops off all too quickly.
When someone tells you about one of their products being the fastest growing whatever, make
sure you ask the hard questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

How do you know? How big is this market?
Show me the money – what kind of revenue is this generating?
Where is the survey that proves this?
What is the projected time period for this segment?
Where’s the profit?
How do I enter this market?

If your advisor, BDM, supplier sales manager go blank, you know it is all head office hype. If they
show you the facts, stats and information and can demonstrate why it is a niche to get into and
HOW you can sell it AND make money, then you can consider jumping on board.
Until then, this term, fastest growing, is in line with snake oil salesmen.

That explosion
represents
$10,000 of your
hard earned
commission.
Gone!
______________________________________________________________________________
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Choosing a Niche Market That’s Right for You
Alright. We’re covered off the fastest growing statement. Now you can focus on what niche
market might just work for you, given what you are interested in, passionate about and or basing
your selection on what your clients in general show a passion for.
When you enter a niche market you want to make sure there is actually a client base for it. You
can survey your own client list and then you can also look outside your agency and study the data
published by various suppliers and tourism offices that would fit into your niche idea.
Many times there is no active market for your idea, until you start to market it. Then from
somewhere come all these people who are doing what you wish to promote, or they’ve been
waiting for someone like you to put together a service that fulfills their travel dreams.
If you go it alone as an independent home-based / virtual travel agent you can focus your efforts
for little money. What you do spend initially would probably be applied to your own education
as you learn everything you can about your chosen niche. If you run an existing street front
agency, entering a niche market will cost money if you hire in the niche expert, pay a salary,
purchase a new desk, chair and computer… then your first year expenses will be in the area of
$50,000 and that may or may not include advertising and marketing funds.
You might think about moving one of your existing agents into that niche sales role and that can
work depending on the potential cost of lost opportunities and business that this agent transacts
in the mainstream. The other option then is to create the niche opportunity and hand it over to
someone external of your office and you pay them via a split commission arrangement.
Be warned, when you start a niche, and promote the fact that you specialize in that niche, the
consumer considers you an expert and if that turns out not to be true, look for that lawyer coming
in your direction. To specialize means you know 99% of what you need to know.
Reading Between The Lines
From time to time you will be able to access various travel industry and consumer surveys. When
you do so, you will notice the number of consumers that were surveyed. Generally it’s in the area
of 1,000. In some people’s minds, the returns on that number represent the national feeling. Well
that’s just not true. It is a sampling, that’s true, but think about it, 300+ million people living in
America… and you decide your business fate on the response of 1,000!
The only way to get decent stats and facts is to do your due diligence by reading every report and
survey you can AND then survey your own client list. Even if you have just 300 people on your
client list and they all respond, that’s 100% return. It’s first hand data and it is real time. That
survey of 1,000 out of 300+million is .0000???? something return. Hardly possible to be a true
reflection of what travelling consumers are thinking.
______________________________________________________________________________
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The List of Niche Markets
Here’s a list of specialty markets that you can access on the website operated by Specialty Travel.
The listings below appear “as is” on the Specialty Travel website and I have left the live links so
you can click through to their website page see what’s happening behind each heading listed.
Some of the specialties listed may not ring true with you, however someone somewhere is
making a go of whatever is shown here and there is no doubt a need for it. The Specialty Travel
website receives 60,000 clicks each month and could be a place where you advertise once your
own niche / specialty business has matured. Visit here when you can. www.specialtytravel.com
Next: review this list and make a note of what inspires you. Click to go deeper. The main thing
here is that you use this list to prompt your own ideas.
ATV/Watercraft Rental Academic/Educational Tours Aerobics African Dance African Drumming
African Heritage Agriculture Air Charter Air Safari Airport Transfers All-inclusive Adventures
/Packages All-inclusive Packages America's Cup Anthropology Antiques Apartment/Condo
Rentals Apres Ski Tours Archeology/History Art History Art/Architecture Artists' Workshops
Astrology Astronomy Auto Racing Auto Rentals Award Shows Ayurveda Backpacking Ballooning
Barge/Canal Cruising Baseball Basketball Bed & Breakfast Beer/Brewery/Pub Tours Biblical Tours
Bicycle Touring Birdwatching Bison Viewing Botany Boxing Broadway Shows Brown/Black Bear
Watching Bullfighting Business Traveler Tours Butterfly/Lepidoptery Camel Safaris Camping
Canoeing Canyoning Carnival Castles/Palaces Cattle Drive Cave Art Caving Character Tours
Chauffeured Tours Children Permitted Chocolate Tours Christian Tours Christmas Tours Church
Tours Cigar Tours City Packages Civil War Coffee Tours Collectors Tours College Bowls Concerts
Conference/Meeting/Retreat Conservation Cooking Classes Corporate Events Country
House/Cottage Rental Country Inn/Guest Ranch Couples Only Crafts Tours Cricket Cruises,
Expedition Cruises/Sailing Culinary/Gourmet Tours Cultural Expeditions Day Tours Desert
Expeditions Design Tours Dirt Bike Rentals Diving/Scuba/Snorkeling Doctors'/Nurses' Tours
Dogsledding Dolphin Research/Swim Driver-guide Drumming Duderanch/Farmstay
Ecotourism/Ecology Elephant Rides Environmental Education Equestrian Tours
Executive/Corporate Fitness Exposition FIT's Family Groups/Tours Farm Tours Farmhouses
Farmstay Fashion Tours Festival Tours Film Festivals Film/Film History Fishing/Flyfishing
Flightseeing Fly-in Charters Fly-in Hiking/Rafting Fly/Drive Packages Foliage Tours Football FourWheel Drive Garden Tours Gay/Lesbian Tours Genealogy Geology Ghost Towns Glacier Tours Golf
Tournaments Gorilla Viewing Grandparent/Grandchild Tours Grizzly Bear Watching Group Tours
Guides Handicapped Health & Fitness Heli-Trekking Helicopter Tours Hiking Historic Houses
History Tours Holistic Health Home Stay/Exchange Honeymoon Adventures Horse Racing Horse
Riding/Packing/Trek Horticulture Hostels Hot Springs Hotels Houseboat Charters Hunting Ice
Climbing Iceberg Viewing Incentive Travel Investment Island Resorts/Vacations Jeep Safaris Jet
Boat Expeditions Jetskiing Jewish Tours Jungle Expeditions Jungle Lodges Kayaking, see also Sea
Kayaking Kayaking/Canoeing Kite Surfing/Cruising Knitting Tours Kosher Tours/Cruises Lacrosse
______________________________________________________________________________
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Niche or Mainstream? Be Sure.
If you try to sell mainstream travel, such as the well-worn path to London, UK for instance then
you are going to go head-to-head with every travel agent in the country. Everyone, sells the UK.
This is called mainstream. The UK is not a niche.
Cruising is considered by some to be a niche, but that’s not correct. Cruising used to be a niche
but today it is mainstream. Cruises are sold by every travel agent and almost anyone of any means
can purchase a cruise especially when the pricing ranges from a few hundred dollars to half a
million bucks.
The niche component enters the market when you decide to sell hiking tours of the Lake District
in the UK. The niche component enters the market when you decide to sell small vessel cruises
to areas like the Amazon.
There is always a niche to be created from any of the mainstream destinations and travel
segments. And then you can go deeper when you look for a niche within a niche.
Niche-Within-A-Niche:
This is a term I introduced many years ago to describe what some present day gurus term as
drilling down. Well, be careful, as “down” isn’t always the direction. Many times the direction is
up, to the left, linked and angled. My favourite method of demonstrating this concept is using
the Photography Tour.
Photography tours are now mainstream and so much so that National Geographic offers them
online and through their wonderful brochures. Cameras are now affordable and most people
who call themselves photographers have the kit they need. But what else drives them? Here’s
where your creative talents come into play and it helps if you are a photographer too.
I have created a chart for you to review on the next page and as mentioned below you can use
the same matrix to breakdown other existing niche / mainstream ideas that currently exist.
As you review the chart you will notice how we move from mainstream to a break-down of the
components that make up the mainstream travel segment. If you used this chart to analyze.
Wine Tours then you would consider destinations, countries, villages, red, white, rose,
champagne and wineries by their awards, followed by the level of wine connoisseurs amongst
your clients and / or the level of wine enthusiast you would like to attract.
So explore the chart as it is prepared for Photography and then start reviewing the niche market
you would like to start or have already started.
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How and What to Survey
Surveys come in all shapes and sizes and when it comes to extracting information that is useful
and helpful in determining your niche viability, you will probably want to combine the following:

1. Magazine readership surveys
2. Website readership surveys
3. Destination outlook surveys
4. Tourism plans & strategies
5. Tourism marketing plans
6. Tourism reports (UNWTO)

These official reports are sometimes free.
This particular Adventure Report delivers 34
activities considered adventure. All of these
activities will present a niche-within-niche opportunity. These reports also contain the data you
need to dig deeper for the information on which to base your business plan/s.
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Building Credibility
When it comes to attracting clients to book your niche tours, they will, if they are aficionados,
want to know that you are credible. In most instances this would translate as – “Have you done
this yourself?”
It is important therefore to show that you have climbed that mountain, you have sat at that café
table and sipped their wine, you have ridden that donkey up that trail and you have cruised the
Amazon ten times. Whatever it is you are selling as your niche… best to prove you know what
you are doing and you have actually been there and done that.
So… where’s the selfies!?
I know selfies have become a joke in the world press, but “we” don’t care. The Selfie, is your way
to show that you were “there”. Selfies build your “personal journey street cred.”
The Selfie is one of the greatest things to come along for travel agents. We used to call them Self
Portraits and artists of years ago, and still today of course paint themselves a selfie.
As you develop your sales and marketing plan to promote your niche market, you’ll definitely
need to show through a series of selfies: you up front… raging white water rapid behind you…job
done.
You’ll also need you upfront, your tour group behind you and also you in the group with everyone
pumping the air with a YESSS… fist. When we address how you should be marketing your niche,
the selfie will play a very important role. So it’s time to get on camera.
Have someone else take the shot:
Selfies are great, BUT, for marketing purposes, have someone take that shot of you standing on
that mountain. That way you can get more of the landscape PLUS you’ll be in the picture and
slightly to the left or right of center… or slap dab in the middle when it makes sense.
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MARKETING YOUR NICHE
Let’s start your niche success by marketing your services first. You’ll be making good use of those
Selfie images you’ve taken and you’ll be using the knowledge of the area you specialize in. Let’s
review the marketing list:
1. Advertising

8. Podcasts

2. Blogs and Blogging

9. Radio Shows

3. Consumer Events

10. Social Media

4. e-Brochures

11. Trade Shows

5. e-Mail

12. Twitter

6. Images That Sell

13. Website

7. Movies, Books and More

1. Advertising
The first step to advertising your niche planning service is to find out where your prospects go
for their news about their travel passion. Skiers would check out ski magazines online and in print
for instance.
If your niche was selling island vacations, then your prospects might be reading the Islands
Magazine and website. The same approach applies to blogs that cover off skiing or wine, or a
certain destination.
When someone is dedicated to a certain type of travel or destination they usually subscribe to
either a magazine, a blog, a newsletter and perhaps they belong to an association that represents
their interest.
All of these are outlets for your advertising. Some will be very expensive and others could be low
cost. You will have to review them all, case by case.
Here’s what you’ll find when you start looking into where your prospective clients go for their
news. Thinking wine tours and the clients who might be attracted to you and your wine tour
arranging services.
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MAKING MONEY
Rumour has it that travel agents who focus sell, who concentrate on a niche market, who
specialize versus generalize make more money than those who don’t. Travel trade magazines
have conducted their annual salary reviews and generally they proved the point that travel
agents providing a niche service / product make more money. That said, there is always an
enterprising travel agent who is just excellent at what they do and able to match anyone in terms
of earning power.
The Formula
To be honest is there is no secret to making money selling travel and a niche market agent can
earn as much as a general travel agent and vice versa. The key is simply a combination of the
following and how hard and how smart you wish to work.
1. What you sell – product / destination etc.,
2. The commission rate on supplier products
3. The profit margin on your own tours
4. The effort you put in
5. The hours you put in
6. The amount of money you wish to make

CLICK THE IMAGE TO READ

You might also add to this list your level of experience, the number of clients you have listed and
can sell to and then there is your marketing expertise.
Marketing Expertise
Marketing expertise is naturally high on the list when it comes to making money. If you cannot
attract bookings from your listed clients or attract prospects to inquire then it doesn’t matter
how hard you work, you’ll have a very limited audience to sell to.
If you do not know how to market your own niche / specialty then you must sign up somewhere
close to you and take generic marketing courses followed by courses offered by the travel trade.
Be warned however that so many courses within the travel industry are purely product
knowledge and have nothing to do with marketing.
The travel trade courses that do offer marketing are generally based on someone speaking up
front telling you what to do and showing examples. The course you’ll want to attend is the one
where the instructor shows you how, and then gives you a chance to try it out in real time with
their assistance during the class. This is the only way to learn and you’ll need two days at least.
______________________________________________________________________________
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